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Pre-Sales questions...
Posted by stainless - 2008/12/09 20:14
_____________________________________

Greetings, 

Not that I am faulting your english, heck, I can barely speak it myself and a native speaker of it.  I have a
few questions about the component; 

1.  The main purpose of the component it to allow one centralize joomla installation so that many sites
can piggy back off the single installation.  This is to ease the upgrade/security processes. 

2.  Each site (domain name or sub-domain) can have its own assigned template (design), menus,
sections, categories, and articles.  Ie. Each site is independent of each other. 

3.  Even though each site is independent of each other they "Share" the same joomla installation,
components, plug-ins, and modules.  However, some components, plug-ins, and modules may have
some issues with this set-up. 

4.  Each site has its own unique users assigned to it.  There is not a way to have all sites assigned to a
centralized user database. 

5.  Content sharing is currently not available but that IS being added to the next 1.1.x update.  How far is
out is this component?  I am wanting to share content from Sobi2. 

6.  Various components have been tested according to the description, can you point out some sites and
components installed?  I.e. Sobi2 is of great interest to me. 

Here is my situation and I would like to know if JMS is the solution that I am looking for; 
I own about 100 domain names that are all on the same subject, I am wanting to deploy many on the
same server and have a centralized system so that each site is independent, yet unique in design and
some content.  The goal is for the search engines and users think that each site is unique but the reality
is that all are owned by the same company.  Is JMS the solution that I am looking for? 

Thanks in advance. 
Stainless 

PS. If you would like I can run FAQ through Grammarian by Lingisoft.com to correct grammar errors.
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